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WHAT BEFELL THE SLAVE-SEEKERS.

A STORY OF THE HAIDAHS ON QUEEN CHARLOTTE S ISLAND, B. C.

FRoM time immemorial until the year 1875, or perhaps even-later,
every native tribe on the northwest coast of America not only used
to keep slaves, but often made raids on other tribes, especially on
those with whon they were not on friendly terms, and kidnapped all
persons on whom. they could lay their hands, in order to obtain
.slaves for domestic use and also for selling to others. -

Early in the present century, a large party of these Haidahs em-
barked in one of their large canoes, which hold from twenty-five to
.thirty warriors, for the purpose of making a raid on the Kittamats,
sa tribe living opposite the Queen Charlotte's Islands, on the main-
land of British Columbia, upon the north arm of Gardner's Canal.
Though their absence was prolonged, their wives and relatives, who
expected them to be absent from five to six weeks, were not greatly
disturbed. When weeks turned into months, their friends became
alarmed, and* strong search parties were sent forth in all directions.
After visiting many islands, and seeking far and wide, these tired of
the fruitless search, and gave up the wanderers as lost.

The slave-raiders had intended to go to. Kittamat. Had the
search proceeded thither, such a course, under the existing condi-
tions, would have been equivalent to a declaration of war. Pride
and ignorance of the languages of their neighbors were the principal
cause of the wars and ill-feeling between the various nations: for
example, some ill-timed joke would, through ignorance on the part·
of the members of another tribe, be construed into an insult,- which
their pride would not jJow to go unpunished. On other parts of
this coast the traders found it necessary to create a trade language
or jargon, the Chinook, than which I know nothing that has done so

'The children have coined this word to be the name of this particular game.
The word is used only by them.
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